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not just software ... car hire experts
Colleagues,
As you see from this months
article, we are proud to
announce a major new cars+iR
development.
Now with cars+iR, mobile
vehicle management is no
longer just the domain of large
companies at busy airport
locations using expensive bulky
equipment but can be used by
any operator anywhere! Close
an RA, carry out a vehicle stock
check and much more, all from
an IOS device.

Terry
Terry Pearson, CEO

XML News
This month’s Featured Broker
is.

mobicar specialises in the
growing Brazilian domestic
market and the main
international rental markets.
To find out more contact:
Vivian Almeida
Commercial Manager
email:vivian.almeida@mobicar.com.br
Phone: (41) 3152-9702 | 41 7818-9514

Interface now to:

The brand new Photos app built into cars+iR is
out now!
Damage recording on vehicle return processing now
generates Damage Entry ticket for completion at the counter
and allows for photos of vehicle
condition.
Now, when processing a vehicle,
whether it is on return from an RA
or for any other purpose such as
updating vehicle status, the user
is presented with a button to invoke
the Photos function. In this mode
cars+iR is aware of the vehicle and
associated RA so will display the
most recent vehicle photos. The
user can select the most recent
photo or go back and look at
previous photos, each flagged with
The date and time they were taken
and any description that has been entered.
The user is also presented with the option to "Add Photo",
making use of the IPad, IPhone or IPod Touch camera. The
app automatically tags the photo with the vehicle and/or the
RA number (as appropriate) but the user has access to both
of those references and can amend if needed. The user also
adds a brief description of the image to illustrate why it's
been taken or what it represents before uploading it, so that
information is available to others reviewing the photos at a
later stage. In this way, the user could take a all views of a
vehicle and upload them for study and review after an
accident, for example.
The cars+iR Photos app can also be accessed from the top
level menu of cars+iR so that it can be used for taking any
photograph of anything without any specific context.
All photos are stored in the Cloud using Amazon's highly
acclaimed S3 storage facility which is priced at extremely
reasonable levels and has a superb reputation for reliability
and speed. In this way, we have no need to impose any
limitation on the amount of storage our clients may want to
maintain and the client is in full control of the Amazon costs
and storage policies. These photos are available 24x7 from
anywhere in the world but accessible only through Thermeon
applications with full authentication protections to ensure
privacy.
The cars+iR Photos app will also create a new Damage entry
line item and provide the Rental Counter staff clear
information on the damage to progress with the customer.
This feature adds to the many functions already in cars+iR.
Click here to view cars+iR in the app store. Talk to
your Account Manager or local support team to learn
more. Going to be at WTM? Come to stand TT548 and
ask us all about it.
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Did you Know?
That cars+ offers huge
flexibility in the
processing of credit
cards either at the
counter or online.
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Find out more.

New in cars+…
All Release Notices
can be found at the
online cars+ Manual
New Features
•

New Report of Sold
Options

•

Walk-up rentals can
use “R” Type rates
and charge Xday rate
for days beyond
original agreed return
date.

•

“Best-Price” logic can
be turned off for base
rental rates but left
on for all other
charges

Staff Pick

Our favourite
Snippet of
Useful
Information
Check for the
return of and
charge for missing
parts of rentable
assets, like GPS power
cables or snow chain case.

Training
Find the complete list of
webinars on our
website:
www.thermeon.com
Webinars offered each
month include:
Pointers and tips for new
users
In-depth analysis and
various uses for certain
reports
Showcase of new features

Register
Online
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